Extending the limits of the selective 1D NOESY experiment with an improved selective TOCSY edited preparation function.
Compared to its 2D counterpart, the selective 1D NOESY experiment offers greatly simplified spectral interpretation and is invaluable to the structure elucidation of small-to-medium sized molecules, although its application is limited to well-resolved resonances only. The doubly selective 1D TOCSY-NOESY experiment allows the 1D NOESY experiment to be extended to resonances within overlapped spectral regions. However, existing methods do not address the critical issue of zero-quantum interference, which leads to severe anti-phase distortions to the line shape of scalar coupled spins and often complicates the identification of weak NOE enhancements. In this communication, we describe an improved selective TOCSY edited preparation (STEP) function and its application to the selective 1D NOESY experiment. The STEP function incorporates a novel zero-quantum filter introduced by Thrippleton and Keeler [Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 42 (2003) 3938], which permits essentially complete suppression of zero-quantum coherence in a single scan. Residual anti-phase distortions due to spin-state mixing are removed using the double difference methodology reported by Shaka et al. [45th Experimental NMR Conference, Pacific Grove, USA, 2004]. The combined use of these techniques ensures that the final spectra are free of distortions, which is crucial to the reliable detection of weak NOE enhancements. Although employed as an additional preparation period in the example demonstrated here, the STEP function affords a general editing tool for spectral simplification and can be applied to a range of experiments.